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Mobile Covid-19 Vaccination Overview
Medical experts and the CDC have stated that
outdoor, mobile Covid-19 vaccination clinics
are the most effective and efficient format
for the mass administration of the Covid-19
vaccine.
TentCraft has built scalable solutions for the
mass administration of the Covid-19 vaccine.
We can build you a customized vaccine tent
program from small to large scale formats.
Our heavy-duty pop-up MONARCHTENT is
built to withstand frequent set ups and tear
downs and is fully customizable. With a
transport bag and an integrated wheel kit, the
MONARCHTENT makes it easy to transport.
Our Frame tent are semi-permanent
solutions that can be left up for days or
months. Depending on your use and weather
conditions, TentCraft is able to help maximize
the amount of vaccine you can administer in a
safe and accommodating environment.
This Mobile Covid-19 Vaccine Guide considers
the most recent CDC recommendations and
is just a few possible layouts for a mobile
vaccine clinic.

Multi-Lane Drive-Thru Format

This format is entirely drivethru, which allows healthcare
providers to maximize the
amount of patients they see
in an average 8 hour shift.
The large parking lot allows
for patients to be vaccinated
then proceed to a parking
spot for a 15-minute
observation period.
As recommended by the
CDC, there are two crash
tents on either side which
would contain all necessary
equipment in the event of an
anaphylactic reaction.

Over 5,000 patients
vaccinated per week

This model can vaccinate
over 5,000 patients a
week and provides a safe,
socially distanced clinic that
minimizes potential exposure
to patients and staff.

Hybrid Drive-Thru Format
This format includes both
drive-thru and individual
vaccination tents. In this
model, healthcare providers
have patients park their car
before proceeding to be
vaccinated.
Since the CDC recommends
that healthcare providers
administer the vaccine to
patients outside of their
vehicles (in the event of
an emergency) this format
provides a hybrid approach.
Patients proceed through the
entrance for an ID check and
registration, once verified,
patients park their vehicles
and proceed to an individually
marked vaccine tent. Once
vaccinated, patients would
move to the observation
tent for 15-minutes before
returning to their vehicle.
This model can vaccinate over
3,000 patients a week.

Over 3,000 patients
vaccinated per week

Large-Scale Drive-Thru Hybrid
This model provides a largerscale drive-thru format with
individual vaccination tents.
In this scenario, healthcare
providers can vaccinate
patients directly or ask
patients to park their vehicle
and proceed to an individual
vaccination tent. This format
allows vulnerable patients
to be observed and cared
for outside of their vehicles,
while being efficient in
vaccinating many patients in
an 8-hour shift.
The CDC recommends a
format that includes an
observation area and several
crash tents with all necessary
medical equipment in the
event of an anaphylactic
reaction.
Over 5,000 patients
vaccinated per week

This model can be expanded
to include additional
drive-thru tents and can
accommodate over 5,000
patients a week.

Accessories
WALLS
All our models can be customized to
include full walls and half walls, with
windows, with clear vinyl, with mesh
netting, with custom printing and more.

COUNTERS
Easy clamp system with wood or recycled
plastic (HDCP) counters

FOOTPLATES
Unpredictable winds are the number one
cause of tent damage. Our 55-pound
footplates are designed to protect your
investment from the unexpected. Each
footplate is made by local craftsmen,
using an upcycling process that takes
unwanted steel by-product and transforms
it into protection for your tent set-up

LED LIGHTING
The LED kit includes four individual LED
lighting bars with quick clips that attach
to the underside or top side of any of the
overhead scissor elements. The switch
includes a dimmer feature to control
light intensity.

ELECTRIC HEATERS
The low-profile 1500 watt heating
kit attaches to the peak pole of any
MONARCHTENT model and heats a 100
square-foot area.

TRANSPORT CASES
If you’re frequently traveling with
your tent and event assets, we can
provide custom transport cases to
simplify transport and fit everything
you need.
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Past Performance
For 15 years, TentCraft has built a sterling reputation for delivering heavy-duty
custom tents at unrivaled speed. During COVID-19, we have been proud to outfit
VA hospitals nationally with quick-deploy medical tents to treat America's veterans
during the pandemic. We work with our customers to meet every need - whether
it's customizations, fabrication, printing, or delivery.

Military Work

Sampling of government contracts include:

Government Work

